
 

NPSC’s Basketball Score/Timekeeper 

 

Scorekeeper and Timekeeper Volunteers:  

The Home Coach and Away Coach shall be responsible for providing for each game, a Scorekeeper. The 

Home Coach shall be responsible for providing a timekeeper for each game. Failure to do so will result in a 

forfeiture of the game.  

 

These volunteers need to be pre-selected by the coach and available on call without delay prior to the game. It 

is suggested to have one or two "trained" scorekeepers and timekeepers per team.  

 

Scorekeeper Duties- Always have the Head coach or Assistant Head Coach of each team enter the names 

and jersey numbers of their players in the official WYSC Scoresheet. The teams should have identified who will 

be the Home Team (Royal Blue Jersey) or Away Team (White Jersey). All book annotations should be 

completed with a pencil.  

 

Free Throws: Make a circle for a missed attempt and a circle with an (X) in it for a made shot. If it is a one and 

one, I put a line connecting the two together. All others are just a simple circle.  

 

Field Goal (Scored Bucket): 

1. Mark made baskets with a number [2] on the scoresheet. A made three point basket, indicated by the 

referee holding both hands over their head, is annotated as [3] points in the scoresheet. If the referee does not 

make the prior signal then it is marked as [2] points. Mark the running score at the top of the scoresheet by 

marking off the number with a (/) or a (x). Fouls: Put a solid line through the foul number. When a player gets 

his third foul, communicate it quickly to the coach of the player.  

 

Team Fouls: On the seventh team foul a team will shoot a one bonus shot and be rewarded a second if he 

makes the first free throw attempt (one and one). On the tenth foul, the team will receive two free throw bonus 

shots. On the sixth and 9th fouls, Report it to the referee. Also communicate with the official\referee whenever 

a timeout occurs to keep them up to date on team fouls and remaining timeouts. 

 

Player Period: 9/10 & 11/12 games are played in 8 minute quarters. The clock is stopped around 4 minutes to 

place in substitutions. Each time a player is on the court, you put a mark over the period they are in for. The 

first quarter is period 1 & 2, second quarter is period 3&4, third quarter is period 5&6 and fourth quarter is 

period 7&8. You must mark the period they play in. For 13/14 & 15/17 divisions, games are played in 20 minute 

halves. The clock is stopped at approximately 15 mins, 10 mins and 5 mins for substitutions. Period one is 

marked at the start of the game, period two is marked at the 15 minute substitution, period three is marked at 

the 10 minute stoppage, and period four is marked at the 5 minute stoppage. It works the same for periods 5-8 

in the 2nd half of the game.  

 

Time Outs: Each team is awarded three (4) thirty-second timeouts are awarded to each team for the entire 

length of the game. 

 

 

Timekeeper Duties- The volunteer for this position if requested can receive a brief tutorial on the game clock 

operations from the referee. The basic rule for the timekeeper is to stop\start the clock in the direction of the 

referee.  



 

NPSC’s Basketball Score/Timekeeper 

 

Listed below are a few simple steps on game clock management:  

 

Warm-up Time: Teams will usually be given 5 minutes for warm-up, but could be reduced by direction of the 

referee due to possible time restraints.  

 

Start of the Game\Game Length: After the warm-up clock has expired, please set the game clock each quarter 

(4 quarters) according to the following age divisions listed below.  

 

1.) Set the clock to 8 minutes for Divisions: 07-08, 09-10, 11-12 

2.) Set the clock to 20 minutes for Divisions: 13-14 & 15-17. 

Start of the Game\Jump Ball: The referee will stand in the middle of the court for tip-off of the game to begin. 

Once he blows his whistle and a player touches the ball the Timekeeper will start the clock.  

 

Shooting Fouls:  

1). Clock will be stopped once a shooting foul is called. When the player is shooting two foul shots the 

clock is stopped on the first shot and started once the referee passes the player the ball for the second shot.  

2). If a player is fouled after a basket is made, the clock is stopped during the foul shot and started after 

the shot is made or the ball hits the rim. Last two minutes of half: Clock is stopped during the last two minutes 

of each half for dead balls (whistle of referee). Half-Time: Teams will usually be given 5 minutes for half-time, 

but could be reduced by direction of the referee due to possible time restraints 

 


